...How many people were here in the second service I was here? Is the young lady we prayed for
after the service here? After the service we prayed for a young lady about some problems. Since
then there’s been a few more things that’s happened around here. I don’t know if the other young
lady is here or not. I didn’t pay attention when I came in but as I’m ministering today I want to point
out a very real thing. The witchcraft today argues that the power that they have is Extra Sensory
Perception. Many Christians are now believed in witchcraft under the disguise of scientific terms
‘ESP’ Clairvoyance, Telekinesis and Para Psychology and so on because that’s acceptable. The
scientist says it’s so, so that’s acceptable. The only problem is, (and I want to point out through the
word of God), that it was still going on in Jesus’ time, and Paul raged across a person of this power.
(Were going to discuss this in a few minutes it’s in the 16th Chapter of Acts), and when Paul was done
with the person when he was done with her by casting demons out of her, she no longer had that
power. So I have a question for you today. If you are having Psychic experiences or your parents had
Psychic experiences. I really invite you to get a hold of the pastor or his staff after this meeting is
over or over the next couple of weeks. We’ve been very busy here and I’m leaving as soon as the
service is over for the east coast, but talk to him about it because when I was saved I still contained
all the Psychic Power that I had for two weeks. I kept wondering what was going on and my eyes still
had kind of a look. People who have been around witchcraft know the look I’m talking about, and my
eyes still contained this look. People in the church were wondering what was going on, although I
was trying to live a Christian life. It was very hard I was not really involved in sin but I still had all this
Psychic Phenomenon happening around me. I was still very bothered by the things I’d come out of
and addicted too them, not drugs but the physic powers. Finally the church decided if it was good
enough for Paul it was good enough for them, and they took me off in a room and they prayed for
me and they prayed with me for about five hours. They demanded the spirits that I had allowed in
myself through asking them to come in, in witchcraft to leave and I walked out of that room I no
longer had any psychic power whatsoever. So I don’t care what this university or the Enquirer*, what
the Charismatic Movement or what anybody else says about ESP or anything or any physic powers.
If you call the demons out the physic powers stop, (and witches have argued with me for five years
over this). They said ‘Didn’t you have your physic powers when you were born?’ Yes because the
word of God says, ‘The sins of the parents are visited upon the children’ and my parents were
witches and their parents were witches and on down the line and the witches that were born into
witchcraft had that power, but now that they’ve gone ‘Evangelical’. Now that they are going and
winning people over who have never been in witchcraft and their parents were not in witchcraft.
They had to teach them how to gain ‘Physic Powers’ because they didn’t inherit the sins of their
parents. But I want to read some scriptures for you. I don’t want you to go. If you will to Galatians
chapters five. After all Christians are very familiar with the fruit of the Spirit but we need to know
about the fruit of the flesh. Also verse nineteen. ‘Now the works of the flesh are manifested which
are these. Adultery, Fornication, Uncleanliness, Lavishness, Idolatry, Witchcraft. If you have a
Schofield or modern version its wrong in verse twenty. It says ‘Sorcery’. The word in the Greek is for
‘Witchcraft’. Sorcery and Witchcraft are different. Sorcery is the use of ‘drugs’ it is not ‘Witchcraft’.
In fact the base word for it is the same word that Pharmacy comes from and it’s the occult practice
use of drugs* to obtain supernatural powers. Witchcraft is different, Witchcraft is ‘Demonic
‘Seduction’, ‘Heresy’, ‘Envies’, ‘Murders’. It goes on. Witchcraft is a fruit of the flesh. The flesh ruled
by the devil. Go to me if you will to Deuteronomy eighteen. If you want to mark these in your Bible
mark them when you are witnessing to someone. Particularly I want to point out something today.
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I'm not interested in hitting witchcraft as much as I am on practices, that for some reason the
Christian Church today, the Liberal Churches and I'm starting to say even some Independent
Baptists, will come up to me and say, 'This is alright it's in the word of God'. But it's not alright.
Where going to go over it. If you want a list of what the occult is, it's found in Deuteronomy
eighteen. Starting with verse ten, and these are abominations onto the Lord. These are things that
make the Lord so angry that in the Old Testament he ordered a death sentence of stoning outside
the city, if you if you were caught doing these things just once, not a dozen times, once. Now the
reason for this was the Jews did not have what we call 'deliverance'. They did not have the power to
call demons out in the name of Jesus. They didn't have it yet. The blood hadn't been paid so the
power was not there. To do this their answer was to take them outside the city and stone them to
death because they knew if you came in contact with a Fortune Teller and you let a Fortune Teller,
tell your fortunes, you obtained the same spirits from her, that she had. They also knew that if you
went to a medium and sat in a séance, you obtained the same spirit. If you went to an Astrologer
and had her do your chart, you received the same Spirit and I'll give you an example. My foster
mother when she wrote a book, she ordered that every chart that she did, every astrology chart (she
used to work for the LA times) and do the charts for them. She said over and over, (that) every
personal chart that she did, she would light candles and demand the Spirits from the Underworld to
enter those charts. So that when the person took the chart they would be under her control. When
she wrote her book she did the same thing to her book. That she demanded every demon to enter
every book that came off the press. So that the person reading the book would be addicted to the
world of the occult and all writers on the occult do the same thing. Now let's read what the
definitions of these things are. Since we are reading the King James I will stop and I will tell you there
are many repeats. Some of the words mean the same thing. How many of you have got Schofield
with you? You're going to be a little confused as we go along here; he changes them quite a bit.
'There shall not be found among you anyone who maketh his son or his daughter to pass through
the fire' (that's not walking on coals - the old form of human sacrifice in the Old Testament to Baal
was to take your child and to throw them into the flames to be burnt alive as a sacrifice to Baal
that's what it's talking about, sacrifice and a lot of it goes on) or that uses divination. If you're going
to be embarrassed about it you don't have to do it but if you'd like to be honest it might help some
of the others who aren't going to be honest. How many of you have ever had your fortune told or
even with playing cards as a joke at a party or went to a fortune teller or anything like this how many
of you have had it done? That's divination. 'Parapsychology' calls it 'Clairvoyance' they like to
change it a little. That's divination that's fortune telling without the use of 'Familiar Spirits'. Familiar
Spirits are Spirit Guides that witches believe are the spirits of people who have died. We know from
the word of God they are demonic spirits they are the angels that fell with Lucifer. This is without
them. This is using so called ESP. They are inside them talking. They are giving them the knowledge
and the cards have definitions to add to it. Most people think that when a person turns a card over,
that, that card has a definition. Most people will tell you. Use the 'Tarot Cards' or 'Playing Cards',
Which by the way were made to cast spells with and tell fortunes before Hoyle ever came around
and invented Poker. In fact there are some witches who won't use the 'Tarot Cards', because the
playing cards are older and more powerful, but they usually get 'Physic pictures besides the
definitions. There's much power to that, that's why God said 'No you don't need it you have my
Word'. You don't need this thing. The next one is an 'Observer of Time'. Anybody can shout it out
real quick what does it mean? Astrology. How many how of you right now believe Astrology is all
right for a Christian? Raise your hand? How many have followed Astrology? Now that means when
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the L.A Times comes in you just can’t wait to open it up and look at it. I do see the other sister around. She was addicted to it. Alright is Astrology addictive? It’s addictive; she was hooked on it just the same as a heroin addict. She had to have a spirit cast out of her before she could stop reading, She was that addicted. She went home and burnt it alright. That’s when she got free. We destroyed this. There are demons involved in this. People argue with me that astrology is alright because the wise men were astrologers. No they were following a start that had appeared in heaven. They were Astronomers not Astrologers. Astrologers say that the stars destined you once you are born and you are going to stay that way no matter what happens in your life, you can never change. The word of God says that, through the word of God you can change. That’s why witches find it so hard to believe in the Christian faith because they won’t understand it. There’s no miracle of change in their life. That’s why when they meet me. They can’t understand it. I’ve got a picture in my billfold that we found by accident going through some belongings of myself a year after became a Grand Druid. I want to show it to the pastor later. I didn’t even recognise myself. That’s the difference in myself now and then. They don’t understand the miracle of change. It changes you physically it changes you spiritually but according to astrology that’s impossible. You stop becoming a Scorpio and a Taros when you become a Christian. I find it very beautiful when someone walks up to you and says what sign are you? I say ‘the sign of the blood of Jesus’, that’s all you have to say. You’re not a set personality. If that’s so then the word of God is a lie because it says you’re supposed to grow in the word of God and have the fruit of the spirit and that’s the only sign you’ll shall have. That’s Galatians five, or an Enchanter that’s a Hypnotist. How many of you have been hypnotised? I’ve heard Christians going around... Now Christian ministers using hypnotists to minister to people? Don’t believe it. It was outlawed in the time of God, and if it’s called hypnotism now it was called enchantments then it’s still the same thing. It’s still demonic power and word of God says ‘No’. A witch I think that’s self explanatory. That’s a person who cast spells on other people and controls them with their mind. Para Psychology calls it Telekinesis. Whether it’s you doing something with their mind or bending a fork for television it’s still the same thing. A charmer, a charmer is a style of a witch, it’s a lesser degree. A consulter with familiar spirits, you’ll find it all down here. A consulter with familiar spirits is a ‘medium’ that is somebody who asks the spirits to guide them. How many of you have used the Ouija board? That’s a consulter of ‘familiar spirits’. How many of you have made the mistake of letting somebody, or you’ve done it yourself, swing the button over your hand to find out to find out if you’re going to have a boy or a girl? They laugh about it, but it goes on. It’s so strange those babies always have the worse problems after their born because they’ve done that, consulting with familiar spirits that’s what happened in the 16th Chapter. Or a ‘Wizard’ that’s a male witch not warlock. Wizard or a ‘Necromancer’. That’s somebody who uses familiar spirits to tell the future, definitely like the Ouija board. Consulter of familiar Spirits that would be more like a ‘Medium’ the ‘Necromancer would be someone who likes using the Ouija board. Obtaining knowledge from a demonic spirit ‘for all that do these things are an abomination unto the Lord and because of these abominations the Lord thy God thus drive them out from before them’. That’s why he wiped out the land, the Jew were going in so that it wouldn’t touch them because that’s what was going on, and all of the time the Jews dwelt in that land they were surrounding by people who did this. Now the Christians are surrounded by it welcome to (the real world). Turn with me to the sixteenth chapter of Acts. If you run across a witch (to) settle the whole thing, (if) you run across someone who’s in the occults whether they’re in witchcraft or not and they want to argue with you that it’s perfectly alright. Its ignorance to disagree with it. Strike opens your bible, of course witches don’t believe in the Bible. So you won’t get very far with them, but for the Christians who want to
play games with you who want to say this is right and that is right and they were born with the
power and there a little spatial you know. This is the story you see. The same story that the devil
used in the garden for Adam and Eve is the story that he is using today. That makes the occult grow.
‘I’m going to make you a god’. He can’t even make himself a god, how’s he going to make you a god?
Remember what was going to make him a god? Knowledge, and the knowledge of the occult is
spreading because people think that… witches and wizards today think that they are more special
than the person next to them, and that’s why they become involved. Verse sixteen reading with me.
‘And it came to pass as they went for prayer a certain damsel possessed with a Spirit of Divination.
(Divination, fortune telling). Possessed with a Spirit of fortune telling so for those who like it pretty
hard, it’s ESP. You read them this… ‘Met us, which brought her masters much gain by ‘soothsaying’.
How many have heard of Jean Dixon? What does she call herself? A ‘Soothsayer’. Where does she
say she gets this from? God? That’s blaspheming from a Soothsayer. Looking into the future and
prophesying satans counterfeit of what the prophets of God did. satan has never originated anything
in his life you can better believe it. If it’s in the occult the Christian Church is either doing it today or
they were doing it and God has passed onto a new thing, but God did it once the devils not created
it, it’s only a counterfeit. Most interestingly I’m glad that Jesus left us one sign that the whole world
know we were his, because it’s the one sign the devil cant imitate. He can’t have anything inside him
to counterfeit it. It’s called ‘love’. That’s why he has to have the death threat in the occult to keep it
going. ‘Then the same followed Paul and us and cried saying ‘these men are servants of the Most
High God who show unto us the way of salvation’. I’ve had hundreds of people come to me and tell
me the Ouija board was correct, fortune tellers are alright because they had just gotten saved and a
year before some medium or Ouija board or something told them that the Christian way was the
right way. Most of the time when I get talking to them I find out they were never born again anyway.
They just decided to switch over to being a Christian. The devil knows the blood Jesus is shed. He
knows it’s the right way. I’ve had mediums get up and interrupt a meeting and preach about how
God was the most powerful God because the devils not afraid of losing the person. I’ve had them
come up and ask for deliverance and have the demons removed and the challenge because they did
not want them removed. They were not going to leave because the people didn’t want them out and
the devil was not afraid of having the person stand up and say it, but Paul left this person alone for
several days. If you read it she did this many days but Paul being grieved turned and said to the spirit
‘I command thee in the name of Jesus Christ’. Not Mary not Yahweh no other name, not Dianna,
Perros? Jesus Christ and said by a person who knew him personally. A personal relationship in the
name of Jesus Christ, to come out of her and it came out. The same hour. In some translations the
same moment and when her master saw the hope of their gains gone they caught Paul himself and
drew them into the market place to the rulers. When it happened when the demon was gone they
gains were gone because she couldn’t tell fortunes anymore. She didn’t have this special power.
That the other people went, and paid her to tell about, because it was gone. It was of the devil and it
was gone. So when people come up to you and say that this person said it on the Phil Donohue?
Show. Mike Douglas had somebody else on it on and so on and so on. They were just a big
controversy in the L.A county area about legalising fortune telling without a licence in witchcraft and
everything. The reason being was the great crest. A so called great psychic had told the L.A police
department that if they would do this, he would come and tell them who the Strangler* was. Sure
the devil will speak on the devil he doesn’t care. So this was the deal and they even sent a witch out
from the head coven and sat there and cast a spell over the city council or county council or
whatever it was as they were voting on this thing. She was waving her wand around and her incense
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in the air and at the same time they were Christians praying outside the building and I don’t know where the witches minds were when it was over they told the newsmen (when they asked) ‘why didn’t your spells work? They said, ‘Or well some dumb Christians were outside praying against us,’ Well that’s saying the Christians are stronger. We know that. I’m surprised they didn’t have a revival in witchcraft right then and there, I mean three Christians was outside praying. They had eight covens all through the area all casting spells on the city council, and all the Christians were doing were pleading the blood of Jesus Christ over the councilmen whether they were Christians or not. It’s about time we stand up and start taking authority over the principalities and powers. Read Ephesians 6-12. That’s what runs the area and we need to take authority over it, and stand up. When I was here before I talked on the illuminati, I talked on the physical kingdom of the devil but there is a spiritual kingdom too and without the spiritual kingdom that physical kingdom wouldn’t function. I’m going to take a few quick moments here and when we come back there will be questions and answers, in the second session ask anything you want, it be on the illuminati whatever but if I haven’t got the answer I won’t be able to answer you but I’ll try. There’s a book that we have worked on down at Chick Publications two days last week. It’s been almost six hours (a day) of working the story out and researching in the word and bringing out documents and it’s going to be called the ‘Angel of Light’ and it will be out in about six months. I’m not going to pull any strings. Last time we had a little debate about Mormonism in here, when I was in here the last time. Jack had the top expert on the Mormon Church come in there. It’s going to hit the Mormon Church, they’re going to hit anything that has to do with the devil, his earthly and spiritual kingdom. In this book now I want to bring it out because I’m asking you to pray about it, pray for it there having a lot of problems with it. They feel if they do this book they may never be able to do another book because it doesn’t pull any strings. The pastor knows a few things that are coming out in it. The other thing I want to bring out real quick is that we have been given. The land for the retreat which I mentioned when I was here last time. There were some buildings standing on this under construction. Somehow within a two week period of time they found out about the construction of this area and they went and pulled the buildings down to the ground. That’s how a sacramental witch came up to me and said to me ‘We know you’ve got the land, don’t try to build it’. We need your prays for this thing we need this thing building. It needs to be built in March by the time (when) I return from the east coast, because going out there we know they’re going to be people saved and there’s no place to send them if there in danger no place at all. They’ll be safe so we need your prays. If you have building supplies if you have finance, if you have anything see the pastor or see Tom Collins and get this material too them as brother Tom is going to go ahead and build it while were gone. It’s there, the land, we need concrete blocking 2-4-2. We need construction people. We need everything. So if you don’t know brother Tom the pastor here will put you in touch with him. Let’s take questions and answers. Somebody asks about the retreats location. I’m sorry, they know but there’s no use broadcasting it, it’s in California and it’s about fifty five miles from here. It’s in the mountains. Q: Something about how the illuminati receive mail. We received them in courier pouches usually carried by the US State department. The only time we received an orders like that didn’t come from the tribunal, they came in (on) the Sabbath? Where lucifer would appear but usually he appears...remember so many people got the devil spread out all over the place he is one being he is not God he can only he can only be...if is lucifer standing here this very moment he’s nowhere else in the whole universe so usually he’s at the Rothschild’s house to give them orders or he appears at what is called ‘The Golden Dawn Coven’ one thing I’ve got to add too you, it comes up too much and where bringing it out in the new book. How many of you read C.S LEWIS? How many of you read J.R
TOLKIEN?..burn them, I’m going to repeat this burn them. Burn them. Lewis was supposed to be one to the Lord by Tolkien, Tolkien was supposed to be a Christian. Now witches call all those books their bible. They have to read them before they can be initiated and it is well known in England and published in witchcraft books that they both belong to the Rothschild’s private coven. Tolkien’s son is up for in three months to become the leader of the illuminati. They are not Christian books. We have (books)* that are outside of the ‘Screw Tape Letters’* that are on the gods. Where Tolkien talks about the gods Dianna and kenos? And others of beings, real gods ... (Not Tolkien Lewis), who is supposed to be a Christian and those books are sold in Christian book stores. Burn them. There witchcraft books, Q: asked about TV. The illuminati would never gain control of the world (without) TV these symbols on the TV set that are hypnotic symbols. You can talk to anybody that’s a hypnotist and they can tell you why you think you can sit there and have someone scream in your ear half the time and you don’t have know there screaming at you. There are things that are burnt into your mind through the TV set that are subtle there are symbols and the words and actions. We talked with people that know of these things that go on and they have confirmed this besides two of the major networks in this country are completely illuminati owned ‘lock stock and barrel’. ABC* and CBF AND NBC I’d say 90 percent (are) illuminati and most of the Christian television I don’t watch because they receive large donations from them to tone the programmes down. So Jack chick asked me what I thought about him going on a regular series. I said ‘He’d never get there’. Try getting a serious bible believing program on TV that preaches hard core gospel. It will never happen. You think Jerry Farewell? Is hard core gospel. I’ve a little piece of news for you ‘No way’. The girl that took my place as Grand Druid, Lavina is a member of his church and her parents are on his staff. No way. Q: asked about court. I never went to court it never court it’s that simple it never got to court. It just disappeared I never got arrested. Brenner enterprises* that were a covering network for us got one ticket one time on his (Philip Rothchild?) Cadillac outside his night club and the police officer was looking for work the next day because he should have known it was his car. Q: Asked about the occult teaching on UFO’s. The occult teaches that UFO’S are angels of light to deceive the world into believing that we will later be invaded from outer space so that you can have a one world army looking that way. Considering that (is what) they feel one of these days they are going to be invaded from outer space and they really believe they can defeat that invasion coming from outer space. Now how many know what invasion I’m talking about? They do too and they really feel they can defeat it. That’s the purpose. If you’ll notice all of the so called landing sowarepalces? Are in prime pyramid or occult areas such as the Bermuda triangle* over the Pyramids over the gap in the North Pole, places like this these are sacred pit opening to the occult. Q: asked about the warlock... the warlock is Scotch Gaelic meaning ‘backslider’ or ‘traitor’, the Catholic Church applied it to the first protestant. It never was applied to witchcraft. Satanist use it for shock value in this country televisions added to it. You see witch is from the word ‘Wicca’ which is the name of their religion which means wise and witch is the female version and wizard is the male version. Wizard, means wise one or teacher or witch is wise one or leader that’s why the women are the leaders at the minute. That’s the term warlock is... In fact if you go to England you won’t even here it and that’s where the stronger witchcraft is. It’s just more or less used in this country and the Satanist use it for shock value because if you go up and say I’m a wizard nobody knows what your taking about because of ‘bewitched’, if you say I’m a warlock everyone knows well he’s something great you know, so that’s why they’ve used it and the occults spread it but warlock isn’t a witch term it’s actually a term applied to the first protestant in Scotland and Ireland. Q: Someone asked an occult question. She asked if I know anything about the angel that’s supposed to given the princess in
Ireland the florety stone this is catholic and witchcraft teachings together I’m sure it was a demon.

The princess was supposed to be the daughter of Bridget which was the mother goddess in Ireland which the Catholics made a saint the Catholics everywhere they went always turned the old gods into saints. So they keep the pagans following them. Some more quotations asked about which Jonnie says he knows nothing about. Then the tape interrupts and Jonnie is taking about how the occult world operates for real. If you can believe this we have two different worlds out there because we have had violent contacts and none violent contacts. When you see the teaching from the Necronomicon, on which by the way I’ve read scriptures from the Mormon bible that are directly out of the Necronomicon... The Necronomicon teaches the start, is starts, the first scripture out of it is out of Genesis and that’s the witches bible (is) the Necronomicon. It says the sons of god came down to eart and knew the daughters of Adam and there were giants in the world. They teach that we were, when the human race first started. That great wise ones from another world came here and started a race and intermated and that’s where the witches came from or the Mormons of course teach that Adam came down with a wife and stated everything. (But) where did he come from? So it all still basing on this thing. Now they believing there are coming back and checking up on us and soon well have a government of world peace because they’ll help to do it all... The tape now interrupts and the pastor begins advertising some books for sale at the back of the auditorium. The first being the ‘Broken Cross for 39 cents. (This section of the Tape must be from an entirely different tape since Jonnie mentions earlier that the ‘Broken Cross’ wasn’t finished yet.) This is a story about a man from Spring Colorado about witchcraft. From that town a true story. Information supplied by Jonnie Todd you want to read it and secondly there’s another one just like this called ‘The Gift’ a very excellent booklet you ought to have both of them. We really have some books on Masonry. Last time Jonnie Todd was here he mentions the fact that the oath that was taken by the first degree called the interprince mason? Is exactly the same (apart from one phrase) where by the oath taken by a person being initiated into witchcraft. That oath along with the altar and the 2nd and 3rd degree Mason were also in this particular book along with the ritual, and the initiation of the first degree mason are the same...? Alright this book by Morgan who was killed by... For writing this book... The press... he was kidnapped by masons and drowned in the east. Another book this is a classic. This book and is only a dollar fifty. This book is perhaps a classic it was taken to the supreme courts by the Masons and they tried to prevent this book from being published its entitled ‘Free Masonry’ and interpretation by M.R Wiker. This book is only four dollars it’s been reproduced by Doctor Cranes Cadesant Press... and this book you ought to have. There are just a few of these on sale at the back. Another excellent book by one of Americas great evangelist of 150 years Charles. E. Finney is entitled ‘Free Masonry’. He was called a ‘Bright Mason? He was a Masonic attorney. He was saved by the grace of God by Christ out of masonry and wrote this book exposing it. Its only two dollars ‘Freemasonry’ by Charles. E. Finney. Another book by a man who was first a Roman Catholic (he’d) been a bright mason? Been a ronaning? Entitled ‘may har bow’ any masons here in the 3rd degree will recognise that word May har bul? It’s a secret word that cannot be given above a whisper and then in the five points of fellowship. This is a very amazing book by a man who was a bright and very informed mason who later was saved by Christ out of masonry. Then he wrote this book it exposes both masonry and Romanism ‘may har bul’. Another book that gives a political over view of the involvement in the secret society and world conspiracy building toward a world empire or dictatorship and the Christian and the other religions is only one dollar very interesting booklet and there are a few books back there such as the lady cupolas? By scounsoner? two dollars each worth having a look. A book entitled textbooks on trial by Norman Gabriel? Who spoke here back in
the early fall. He revealed what was taking place in the textbooks in the schools and on T.V. Schools were mentioned. People wondering why is the world moving towards world dictatorship why are freedoms been taken away and what’s happening to our young people. ‘Text Books on Trial’. It will tell you a lot about that in that book. It is a hardback. The book is five dollars...Tape interrupts and Jonnie is back talking about question discipline, i.e., not for people to ask all at once and advising people to get pencils and paper. How many of you have read this? As I repeat nothing produced by Chick Publications is a book, it’s a track it is meant for souls. I’m trying to set up something where every student is just (at) school. How many are junior high at high school or in school? I want to see if you know what’s going on. I talked with the principle I talked with the pastor, I know what’s going on in your schools. I want to find out if there is a teenager honest enough to stand up and say they know it. How many know about the Spiritualism Group the Ouija board group that is going on after school hours? How many teenagers have been invited over to this thing or gotten word on it around the schools that know it’s going on? Have any of you been approached in the school about this? Well alright if you are please go to the principle. Please go to the pastor because there are teenagers who are fooling with this in the school and are trying to spread this and were going, or the pastor or the principle are going to take care of it. I’ve told them who I’ve spotted that’s going around with it. So I want to bring this up real quick before we go on. The next thing is on this book in three months. This book has already been re-written once, I’m sorry we don’t have the new ones we’ve corrected a lot of it. Where it reads just witchcraft now and the Satanism part is not in it which makes it a better track for our purposes, but on the back. This whole back sheet? Will be redone in three months. I only have three months, about the end of April I guess or maybe four months. The whole back sheet will be redone. The salvation message here will be put up at the top ... will be a list of phone numbers and half way houses and churches throughout the United States that people who have death sentences on their head that want out of the illuminati and out of the occult can contact. That’s why I’m going east. For five years we have prayed and we have sought to get in the State of New England and Florida and so on where Grand Druid live. Where the leaders live and we’ve always been barred mainly by interference from the Charismatic Church. Well now god has opened the door through the Independent Baptists. That nobody can close. We didn’t try to go through the Charismatic Churches. But the Charismatic Churches they were opposed to it in such a way that the other churches were afraid to do anything. Now this doors open and where going to be setting houses up while. We are there. (Pointing to a track). It’s the Southern California contact point right here we need councillors who are willing and we prefer husband and wife; who are willing. Where they have an extra bedroom or can make room in their house that can take a girl in one at time, if this church is reached by phone for help and can watch over these people from two to three days this is 24 hours...TAPE END
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